Setup Sheet

Setup Sheet
Product Name: ‘LectroFan Jr.
Description: White Noise, Fan Sound Machine, and Nursery Rhyme Music Box
Tagline: “A Better Night’s Sleep For The Whole Family”
Retail: $49.99
Product Description:
LectroFan Jr. delivers the advanced sound technology behind the trusted LectroFan line of products while also
providing music box sounds to play classic nursery rhyme songs. The LectroFan Jr. offers unique engineered
nursery rhyme tones and promotes an ideal sleep environment for the whole family with the 12 non-repeating
fan sounds and white noises. Doctors and sleep experts recommend a consistent, relaxing sleep routine for
newborns and older babies. Freeing a child’s sleep environment of jarring or distracting outside noises is a
crucial step in creating a soothing space for sleep. The LectroFan Jr. provides nursery rhyme tones and
background sounds to reduce household noise, neighborhood traffic, snoring, and even the unexpected noises
found when travelling. The adjustable volume control and 60 minute incremental sleep timer lets you adjust to
any environment. The compact size is perfect for nurseries, day care centers, apartments, multi-child
households, busy neighborhoods, or any sleep environment where unwanted, disturbing, or intrusive noises are
a problem. The LectoFan Jr. is perfect for travelling anywhere with its compact size and USB power supply.
You can bring along the sounds when you travel to help create a familiar sleeping environment for your family.
Features Include:
 Music box sounds delivering 18 nursery rhymes with shuffle play
 12 unique non-repeating fan sounds/white noises.
 Wide range adjustable volume and sleep timer
 Built-in speaker compensation to create an ideal sleeping environment for babies and parents
 Portable, lightweight, and compact size perfect for travel
 Upward facing speaker for full room sound
 Sleep Timer can be set for gentle turn off in 60 minute intervals or left on all night
 Powered using USB. Can be plugged into computer or AC Adapter (included). AC adapter runs on
100 to 240 VAC
Model #’S:

ASM-1016-W LectroFan Jr, White body & White Grill in FFP box
ASM-1016-B LectroFan Jr, White body & Blue Grill in FFP box
ASM-1016-P LectroFan Jr, White body & Pink Grill in FFP box

Additional Product Info:
 Color: White (White, Blue or Pink Grill)
 Pattern: Textured
 AC Powered: Yes
 AC Adapter Included: Yes
 USB Powered: Yes
 Battery Powered: No
 Warranty: 1 year
 Fabrication: Plastic case, metal grill, cloth screen,
 Rubber feet, electronic PC board, metal screws and speaker

UPC: 897392002176
UPC: 897392002183
UPC: 897392002190

Shipping Info:
Case Pack: 12
Buy Units: 1 Case
Sell Units:1 each, 4.4L” x 4.4W” x 2.2H”
Case Length: 4.4”
Case Width: 4.4”
Case Height: 2.2”
Case Weight: 17 lbs
Freight Class: 92.5
Country of Origin: China

